Notes (Turabian 155-158)

Notes are small numbers that appear after the period at the end of every sentence that has quoted or paraphrased material. There are two types: footnotes and endnotes. Both note types cite information in the same way but appear at different places in the text.

Footnotes
Footnotes are placed at the bottom of a document, making information easy to access. In the WSU History Department, footnotes are typically preferred.

Endnotes
Endnotes are placed at the end of the document or a chapter and are useful when there are so many citations that footnotes would become cumbersome. These are typically used in dissertation-length works. If using endnotes, label the page “Notes.” Place two blanks lines between the title and the first note, and one blank line between subsequent notes.

Notes


Bibliography (Turabian 150-155)

All quoted or paraphrased sources should be placed in the bibliography with complete source information.

Arrange the bibliography alphabetically. The title of that page should be “Bibliography.” Two lines should occur between the title and the first item with one line between items. All entries should have a hanging indent.

Bibliography


The following citations are prefaced by an N or a B. N refers to notes and is used in footnotes and endnotes. B refers to bibliography and is used in reference pages.

Books

One Author (Turabian 146)


Two or Three Authors (Turabian 146)

N: Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow, The Road to Texas (Austin: Lone Star Press, 1931), 31–34.
B: Parker, Bonnie, and Clyde Barrow. The Road to Texas. Austin: Lone Star Press, 1931.
Books continued

Four or More Authors (Turabian 147)

Preface or Intro. of a Book (Turabian 178-179)

One Source Quoted in Another (Turabian 215)

Work in an Anthology (Turabian 180)

Journal Articles

Print Article (Turabian 148)

Online Article (Turabian 145)

Edited/Translated Materials

Editor or Trans. instead of Author (Turabian 146)

Editor or Trans. with Author (Turabian 147)

Newspaper Articles (Turabian 186-87)
B: Newspaper articles are typically included in the bibliography only if they are cited frequently.

Websites (Turabian 197)

With an Author

Without an Author

* Websites are typically included in the bibliography only if they are cited frequently.
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